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Pacific AIDS Network (PAN) Annual General Meeting Draft Agenda  
Thursday, Oct 24th 2019 - 1:30 pm to 3:00 pm 

Location: Zoom Web Conference  

 

Chair:   Katrina Jensen, PAN Board Co-Chair 

Minutes:  Madeline Gallard, PAN Staff 

Timekeeper:  Simon Goff, PAN Staff 

 
AGM attendees (voting), agency represented and ballot type cast:  

First Name Last Name PAN member organization e-
ballot 

Chat 
ballot 

Patience Magagula Afro-Canadian Positive Network Of BC (ACPNET-BC)  Y  

Brian Chittock AIDS Vancouver (AV)  Y 

Chad Dickie AVI Health and Community Services (AVI)  Y 

Cheryl Dowden ANKORS (Nelson)  Y  

Laurel White Boys & Girls Club of Williams Lake  Y  

Darren Ho Community Based Research Centre (CBRC)  Y  

Nadine Mix Central Interior Native Health Society (CINHS)  Y 

Patrick  McDougall Dr. Peter AIDS Foundation  Y  

Terri  Forbes Fort Nelson Aboriginal Friendship Society  Y 

Cheryl Reitz HepCBC  Y 

Meg Tran Lookout Emergency Aid Society  Y  

Kim Stacey McLaren Housing Society of BC  Y 

Deb Schmitz Pacific Hepatitis C Network (PHCN)  Y  

Kari Hackett Positive Living Fraser Valley Society (PLFV)  Y  

Kyla Turner Positive Living North (PLN)    Y  

Victor  Elkins Positive Living Society of British Columbia (PLBC)  Y  

Mohammadullah  Hayat Progressive Intercultural Community Services (PICS)  Y 

Melanie MacDonald Seasons House   

Craig Dales Vancouver Island PWA Society (VPWAS)  Y  

Sarah Chown YouthCO  Y  

TOTAL  20 12 7 
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AGM attendees (non-voting):  

Katrina Jensen (AVI), Antonio Marante (VIPWAS), Lucille Duncan (CINHS), Darren Lauscher (McLaren), 

Shelley Taylor (CATIE), Neil Self (PLBC), Daryl Luster (PHCN), Gary Dalton (ANKORS), Sheena Sargeant. 

PAN staff:  

Janice Duddy, Simon Goff, Madeline Gallard, Joanna Mendell, Mona Lee, Stacy Leblanc, Monte Strong, 

Paul Kerber, J. Evin Jones, Marc Seguin, Janet Madsen. 

 

Votes were observed then reported here from the ElectionBuddy online tool, and the Zoom chat. 

 

MINUTES 

1. Call to Order  

1:33 PM: Called to order by Katrina Jensen, Co-Chair of the PAN Board of Directors. 

2. Territorial Acknowledgement  

We respectfully acknowledge that the PAN board of directors and some of the staff, we are gathered 

here at McLaren Housing Society offices, which is located on the ancestral, unceded and occupied land 

of the Coast Salish peoples, including the traditional territories of the Sḵwxw̱ú7mesh Úxwumixw 

(Squamish) [skwah-mish], Tsleil-Waututh [slay-wah-tooth], and xʷməθkʷəyə̓m (Musqueam) [mus-kwee-

yum] peoples.   

3. Introductions  

Chair is Katrina, Time-keeper is Simon, Minute-taker is Madeline.  

4. Housekeeping Items (Zoom and ElectionBuddy) – Simon 

1:33 PM: Simon Goff: Relevant documents have been sent out by email, links included in those emails as 

well.  

If you have never used Zoom before – on the top right, you can toggle speaker view or the whole 

‘gallery’. Everyone on the call is muted – Simon will enable mics for people to speak during discussion 

periods. 

On the phone: Laurel (Boys and Girls Club), Megan (Lookout), Nadine (CINHS). 

There is a chat function in the corner; there is also an option to call in to the meeting.  

There are 24 expected on the call today who are authorized to vote by their PAN member agency. At 1 

PM TODAY, those 24 people will have received an email and text that will allow them to vote. These 

people will have received a key and a password to log into the vote system. There should be 9 links for 

voting – we will start with vote #1. Throughout the meeting, the end of the web address will change 

(from 1, to 2, to 3, etc.).  Links will be provided in the chat too. 
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If people can’t vote, add your name to the chat if you are having problems. Simon will try to show votes 

as they happen.  

5. Determination of Quorum 

1:40 PM: Simon Goff: We have surpassed quorum of 13 (30% of 41 members), we are up to 20 voting 

members.   

6. Review and Adoption of 2019 AGM Draft Agenda (Motion)  

1:40 PM: Motion to accept agenda moved by Kim Stacey, McLaren Housing. 

        Option: Adoption of Draft Agenda of 2019 AGM 

        ********************************************** 

        Yes - I approve the agenda wins with 100.0% of the vote. 

          Votes tallied: 10 (+ chat votes not recorded) 

          Abstentions: 0 

Passed 

7. Review and Adoption of 2018 AGM Draft Minutes (Motion)  

1:41 PM: Motion to adopt minutes moved by Kari Hackett, Positive Living Fraser Valley. 

        Option: Approval of Draft Minutes of 2018 AGM 

        *********************************************** 

        Yes - I approve the minutes wins with 100.0% of the vote. 

          Votes tallied: 10 (+ chat votes not recorded) 

          Abstentions: 0  

1:43 PM: Passed 

8. Auditor’s Report and Financial Statements: Mahmoud Virani, Auditor; Antonio Marante, Treasurer 

1:43 PM: Mahmoud Virani and Antonio Marante are here to present. 

1:44 PM: Antonio Marante: over the course of the year, as Treasurer, Antonio met with Evin and 

Chandra Chinatambi (PAN Financial Manager) quarterly to review financial statements. The financial 

statements for FYE March 31, 2019 have been distributed for this meeting. Mahmoud Virani, the 

auditor, will present the audited statements and his report. Earlier this month the PAN Board voted to 

approve the statements from Mr. Virani – so no vote is needed at this meeting. 

1:46 PM, Mahmoud Virani: It is my responsibility as auditor to conduct the audit and present my report 

in accordance with Canadian generally accepted auditing standards.  In Mr. Mahmoud’s qualified 

opinion, these statements represent financial position of PAN as of March 31, 2019.  

https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/about/members/
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/files/2019/10/PAN_AGM_2019_Agenda_draft.pdf
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/files/2019/10/2018-PAN-Fall-Conference-Day-1-AGM-Draft-Minutes.pdf
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Mr. Mahmoud reviewed the auditor’s report and provided a high level summary of the financial 

statements that were provided. Following this, Mr. Mahmoud asked for questions from the floor. No 

questions from the floor. 

9. Report from the Board Co-Chair(s) (including PAN’s 2019-2024 Strategic Plan)  

1:51 PM, Katrina Jensen: Thank you for the work done across the province by PAN members. PAN and 

other member organizations continue to work on decriminalization of HIV non-disclosure, on issues 

central to hepatitis C (especially access to care), as well as the opioid crisis – including stigma against 

people who use drugs and continuing to push for an evidence-based approach.  

1:54 PM, Katrina Jensen: Two priorities for the Board over the past year.  First, working on the 

governance changes that were brought about at our last AGM. Changes to the governance structure to 

include people with lived experience of hepatitis C, and to ensure a voice for Indigenous people (in line 

with PAN’s commitment to the Truth and Reconciliation Calls to Action). These new bylaws passed 

unanimously last fall. Since then, the Board has been working to recruit people with lived experience of 

hepatitis C, and to fill the FNHA/Indigenous Voice seat. As a result, the Board is pleased to bring forward 

strong candidates at today’s AGM. The Board will continue to reflect GIPA/MEPA, TRC, and Nothing 

About Us Without Us. 

Second, the Board is presenting the new strategic plan for 2019 – 2024. This plan is not completely new, 

but builds on our previous strategic plan. Some substantially revised values and approaches, as well as a 

new strategic direction that focuses on PAN’s advocacy and our focus on social justice issues (PAN is not 

new to the work, but new to be included explicitly). The plan is up on the website. 

Katrina read out the 4 Strategic Directions included in this new plan. 

1:57 PM, Chad Dickie, by chat: Strategic Plan comment: page 5, spell out FNHA in first use - is this First 

Nation Health Authority? 

1:58 PM, Evin Jones, by chat: thanks Chad, we will make that change. Yes to your question that FNHA = 

First Nations Health Authority. (Ed.-Done) 

1:58 PM, Katrina Jensen: Finishing by thanking PAN staff!  

2:00 PM, Chad Dickie, by chat: PAN and its member organizations can provide valuable insight to BC's 

move to person- and patient-centred health care & implementation of Primary Care Networks (PCNs). 

10. Introduction of current Board members  

2:00 PM, Katrina Jensen: Thank you to the current Board members! 

11. Thanks to departing Board members   

2:02 PM, Katrina Jensen: Thank you to Jesse Brown and Patience Magagula, who have both served 4 

years on the Board and not standing for re-election. 

12. Motion to accept Board Report  

2:03 PM: Moved by Kari Hackett, Positive Living Fraser Valley. 

https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/files/2019/10/PAN-audited-statements-2019-signed.pdf
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/files/2019/10/PAN-audited-statements-2019-signed.pdf
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/files/2019/11/Strat-Plan-2019-2024_final4.pdf
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2:04 PM, question from Antonio Marante: Could we clarify the acronyms in the document? (Reflecting 

Chad’s question above in the chat). (Answer: Yes, this will be revised. Ed.-Done). 

        Option: Acceptance of Board Co-Chair’s Report 

        *********************************************** 

        Yes - I approve the Co-Chair's report wins with 100.0% of the vote. 

          Votes tallied: 10 (+4 in chat) 

          Abstentions: 0  

Passed 

(Clarification: the first vote had 2 motions, agenda and minutes). 

13. Executive Director’s Report (including the 2018-2019 Year in Review)  

2:08 PM, J. Evin Jones: Great to hear about the work of the Board and the new Strat Plan is exciting! 

There is a link in the mailout for this meeting for the 2018-2019 Year in Review. All of PAN’s 

Departments, the ED, and the Board have written reports about the work of this past year. It was a very 

full year! Much of this work was in partnership with our member organizations – and reflects the work 

of PAN member organizations, and the individuals within them (including people with lived experiences 

of HIV and hepatitis C, and other people who make the network function and make our shared work 

meaningful and effective).  

2:10 PM, J. Evin Jones: Operational elements – Training and Leadership Department – Leadership: PLDI 

celebrates 10 years! We thank Jaydee Cossar, who worked in the program for 4 years for his service. We 

are very pleased to have Marc Seguin join us as PLDI Manager! Working in ongoing partnership with the 

OAN and COCQ-SIDA around this leadership training- over the next year we are looking to engage with 

partners in Saskatchewan to pilot the PLDI in that province. Capacity building – this past year we did a 

great deal of work across the province doing regional trainings. Another highlight is the Educator’s 

Forum for those working with Indigenous people in BC – partnered with FNHA, CATIE, Yúusnewas at 

YouthCO, and Vancouver Coastal Health (VCH). Webinars throughout the year (including the keynote 

today from Dr. Sutherland). New work rolling out – the Hepatitis C Leadership Project (a PLDI-like 

training for people with lived experience of hepatitis C), Monte Strong is helping to lead this. As well, 

Human Rights Education Project (HREP), in partnership with Joanna Gislason (lawyer) – working with 

Community Action Teams to do work around human rights and using a human rights approach in 

addressing the opioid crisis.  

2:16 PM, J. Evin Jones: Operational elements – Research and Evaluation Department - Positive Living, 

Positive Homes (PLPH)– new HIV Housing Toolkit – great work on this by Madeline Gallard. The BC 

People Living with HIV Stigma Index, led by Paul Kerber– we are now moving from documenting and 

researching people’s experience of stigma into developing interventions to address that. The Making It 

Work project, is an Indigenous-focused, community-based research project is being co-led by PAN 

(coordinated by Joanna Mendell) and the AHA Centre at the Canadian Aboriginal AIDS Network (CAAN). 

CBR in BC Quarterly meetings continuing. Evaluation is also an important part of PAN’s work. PAN works 

https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/about/annual-reports/the-year-in-review-2018-19/
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/training-leadership/2019-agm-and-special-keynote-speaker/
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/training-leadership/2019-agm-and-special-keynote-speaker/
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/training-leadership/hepatitis-c-leadership-project/
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/training-leadership/human-rights-education-project/
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/2019/09/19/announcing-the-hiv-housing-toolkit/
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/training-leadership/stigma/
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/training-leadership/stigma/
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/research-and-evaluation/cbr-pan/making-work-project/
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/research-and-evaluation/cbr-pan/making-work-project/
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to facilitate, support and build evaluation capacity and a learning-driven culture.  Thank you to Janice 

Duddy, Mona Lee and the Evaluation team –for all your hard work building a culture of evaluation in BC!  

2:18 PM, Evin Jones: Operational elements – PAN / PHSA Collective Impact Network (CIN) - PAN has 

been serving as a backbone support for the CIN. This work has been led by Simon Goff.  To date three 

areas of focus – Increasing the Involvement of People with Lived Experience, Stigma Reduction, Increase 

Equity across the Province. Hepatitis C equity is also an important focus of the work of the CIN. Thank 

you to all those working in the Collective Impact Network: Pivot, Options, CINHS, PHCN, Vancouver FFL, 

YouthCO, CBRC and PLBC – as well as the BC Centre for Disease Control (BCCDC) and the BC Women’s 

Hospital and Health Centre. 

2:19 PM, Evin Jones: Advocacy – opportunities for more gains around harm reduction, decriminalization 

of HIV non-disclosure and other issues. Thank you to Richard Elliott and the team at the Canadian 

HIV/AIDS Legal Network (CHLN) for all the great work they do. Great work as well from PHCN – great to 

work more closely with Deb and Daryl over this past year and thanks to them for their tireless efforts 

towards a better response to hepatitis C in BC.  

Chad Dickie, by chat: the PLDI should be celebrated and messaged widely! 

Darren Lauscher, by chat: PLDI was spoken about at the Canadian HIV Trials Network (CTN) in-person 

meetings this week in glowing terms. 

Chad Dickie, by chat: PLDI in Saskatchewan --- Wonderful!!! Patience & I mentioned the PLDI and GIPA 

at the Canadian Conference on Global Health last week in Ottawa.  Is there potential to look into HIV 

integration in Primary Care? There is potential project/program to increase primary care providers’ 

knowledge-base for supporting PLWHIV.  

14. Motion to accept ED Report  

2:22 PM: Motion moved by Craig Dales, VPWAS. 

No questions from the floor. 

       Option: Acceptance of Executive Director’s Report 

        *************************************************** 

        Yes - I approve the Executive Director's report wins with 100.0% of the vote. 

          Votes tallied: 12 (+5 in chat) 

          Abstentions: 0  

2:26 PM: Passed 

15. Introduction to proposed bylaw changes  

2:26 PM, Katrina Jensen: FYI – special resolutions require 66% of the votes to pass. 

2:27 PM, J. Evin Jones: Some additional background to the bylaw changes that are being proposed – as 

part of transitioning to new BC Societies Act – last year, we had to file a new set of bylaws with the 

Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) Charities Directorate as we are a registered charity. In February, we got a 
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letter from CRA – in their opinion, we were not being consistent with the federal Income Tax Act in two 

areas (allowing for any compensation for PAN board members; and the wording of our charitable 

dissolution clause). That is why we have these 2 special resolutions. Letter was prescriptive about what 

they wanted us to do. We had hoped we could remunerate Board members given the new BC Societies 

Act (equity issue) and we had introduced this bylaw last year to allow us to explore how to compensate 

people for their volunteer contributions - so we were disappointed to hear from CRA that this bylaw was 

a violation of the Income Tax Act. We have been in touch with Sarah Chown at YouthCO and Katrina 

Jensen at AVI who have let us know that their organizations have also brought in similar bylaws, 

however – so there are some inconsistencies with the Charities Directorate. So, we will go back to the 

Charities Directorate and work getting further clarity – we also will consider securing a legal opinion 

about this and share that information across the network to member organizations for clarity. At this 

point, the prudent thing seems to be to present these special resolutions to ensure that PAN is in 

compliance (and not compromise our registered charitable status) – and we commit after today to doing 

more research and possibly obtain a legal opinion. 

2:33 PM, Evin Jones: The other issue was around our dissolution clause. We followed up with them to 

ensure we were interpreting the letter correctly – and we were.  

16. Presentation of Special Resolution 1 on Bylaw 84 followed by discussion and Vote (Motion)   

2:34 PM: Motion moved by Cheryl Dowden, ANKORS 

2:35 PM: Neil Self: thank you for that clarification Evin, I didn't understand the purpose of the motion 

given that this was just instituted last year. (Answer: thank you Neil, apologies for initial lack of clarity 

about why we were bringing the changes forward... particularly re: board compensation) 

2:35 PM, question from Deb Schmitz, PHCN, by chat: Sorry if I missed this, but will PAN update members 

through the year as/if the CRA question gains clarity? (Answer: Yes, absolutely – we want to compensate 

volunteers with lived experience, but also don’t want to compromise our charitable status. Thanks to 

Sarah Chown at YouthCO too for her work and also bringing this forward).  

2:37PM, comment from Darren L: To have the change we would like, CRA will also have to change the 

Corporate Act which governs the National Charitable organizations which makes this conversation very 

large and complicated as it falls into a whole different federal ministry. 

        Option: Bylaw Amendment Approval of Bylaw 84  

        *********************************************** 

        Yes - I approve the amendment wins with 100.0% of the vote. 

          Votes tallied: 9 (+7 in chat) 

          Abstentions: 2  

2:39 PM: Passed  

17. Presentation of Special Resolution 2 on Bylaw 116 followed by discussion and Vote (Motion)   

2:38 PM: Motion moved by Craig Dales, VPWAS. 

https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/files/2019/10/2019-NOTICE-OF-AGM-AND-SPECIAL-RESOLUTIONS.docx.pdf
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       Option: Bylaw Amendment Approval of Bylaw 116 

        *********************************************** 

        Yes - I approve the amendment wins with 100.0% of the vote. 

          Votes tallied: 11 (+6 in chat) 

          Abstentions: 0  

2:41 PM: Passed  

18. Election of 1 Regional seat to the PAN Board – (“Associated with and able to represent each of the 

7 health authorities in BC”)  

2:41 PM, Patrick McDougall: Patrick is the PHSA rep on the PAN Board, works at the Dr. Peter AIDS 

Foundation. Two of our regional seats on the Board are vacant – for the Interior, we have not received 

an application, but we have received an application for the FNHA/Indigenous Voice.  

a. Presentation of application for the provincial First Nations Health Authority designated seat, 

recommended by the Board  

2:43 PM, Patrick McDougall: Lucy Duncan has applied to the Board – to the FNHA/Indigenous Voice seat. 

Patrick encourages all to read Lucy’s bio and for all to vote for her! 

b. Comments by candidate  

2:44 PM, Lucille Duncan: Grateful to be here and tired from travelling! Welcomed with beautiful people 

and very grateful for the traditional territory of the First Nations people and that she can be here and 

work on their territory. Lucy works for CINHS – has worked there for about 10 years. She did her 

practicum there, and also went home to her home community to work as a school counselor. She 

worked in School District 57, and served on the School Board for School District 91 (Nechako Lakes). 

Lucy grew up in Fort St. James and is a survivor of residential schools. Lucy discussed her community, 

and works with a great team in Prince George. Lucy would like to be a voice for the people, and 

especially the smaller communities in the area – there is shame about chronic illnesses, lack of 

knowledge about resources, especially in these smaller communities. 

c. Motion to elect nominee Lucy Duncan to the Board.  

2:49 PM: Moved by Kyla Turner, Positive Living North.  

        Option: Election of Directors - Lucy Duncan - FNHA/Indigenous voice 

        ********************************************************************* 

        Yes - I approve the candidate Lucy Duncan to the PAN Board wins with 100.0% of the vote. 

          Votes tallied: 11 (+5 in chat) 

          Abstentions: 0  

2:50 PM: Passed. 

Congratulations Lucy! 

https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/files/2020/01/Important-Information-Regarding-PAN-Board-Elections-2019.pdf
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19. Election of 2 PLHIV / PWLE of hep C Seats to the PAN Board.  

a. Presentation of applications (two) recommended by the Board  

2:51 PM, Patrick McDougall: With Jesse and Patience stepping down, 5/7 seats of these vacant, and the 

Board has received 2 applications, which the Board is recommending.  The first applicant is Karen 

McConnell, who is a volunteer with ANKORS. Please read her bio! Karen was appointed to the Board 7 

months ago, but requires the support / vote of the membership at today’s AGM to continue on with a 

two year term. Karen is not able to be here today. 

b. Comments by candidates – see bio 

c. Motion to elect nominee Karen McConnell to the Board.  

2:54 PM: Moved by Kyla Turner, Positive Living North. 

        Option: Election of Directors - Karen McConnell - PLHIV and/or PWLE of hep C 

        ****************************************************************************** 

        Yes - I approve the candidate Karen McConnell to the PAN Board wins with 100.0% of the vote. 

          Votes tallied: 12 (+6 in chat) 

          Abstentions: 0  

2:55 PM: Passed.  

Congratulations Karen! 

d. Motion to elect nominee Jenny McDougall to the Board.  

2:56 PM, Patrick McDougall: Jenny McDougall works with Seasons House in Quesnel, and was 

instrumental in helping to open the Coalition of Substance Users in the North. Feel free to check out her 

bio. Jenny cannot be here today. Please vote for her! 

2:57 PM: Moved by Patience Magagula, Afro-Canadian Positive Network of BC. 

        Option: Election of Directors - Jenny McDougall - PLHIV and/or PWLE of hep C 

        ****************************************************************************** 

        Yes - I approve the candidate Jenny McDougall to the PAN Board wins with 100.0% of the vote. 

          Votes tallied: 10 (+6 in chat) 

          Abstentions: 0  

2:58 PM: Passed.  

Congratulations Jenny! 

20. Appointment of Auditor, FY 2020 - Mahmoud Virani Inc. (Motion)  

3:00 PM: Moved by Patience Magagula, Afro-Canadian Positive Network of BC.  

        Option: Appointment of Auditor 

https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/files/2020/01/Important-Information-Regarding-PAN-Board-Elections-2019.pdf
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/files/2020/01/Important-Information-Regarding-PAN-Board-Elections-2019.pdf
https://pacificaidsnetwork.org/files/2020/01/Important-Information-Regarding-PAN-Board-Elections-2019.pdf
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        ******************************** 

        Yes - I approve the auditor appointment wins with 100.0% of the vote. 

          Votes tallied: 10 (+5 in chat) 

          Abstentions: 0 

3:02 PM: Passed. 

21. Any other business 

 No other business raised. 

22. Close of Meeting (Motion) 

3:02 PM: Moved by Lucy Duncan, Board Member.  

        Option: Adjourn Meeting 

        ************************* 

        Yes - I vote to adjourn wins with 100.0% of the vote. 

          Votes tallied: 9 (+5 in chat) 

          Abstentions: 1 

3:02 PM: Passed. 

 


